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Introduction to

Mundane Astrology



What is Mundane Astrology?

Mundane Astrology is the astrology of 

worldly events, in contrast to the 

astrology of the individual: used especially 

in interpretations and forecasts involving 

politics, the stock market, weather, and 

disasters. 
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Planets in Mundane Astrology

 Sun: Nation’s executive, well being, and life energy.

 Moon: Emotional state of country & people, public opinion.

 Ascendant: Nation’s focus and projection into the world.

 Mercury: Country’s communication, transportation, 
networks, and education.

 Venus:The values, arts, entertainment, & social/cultural.

 Mars: Military, law enforcement, passions, & directed energy.

 Jupiter: Expansion, religious & judicial state, negotiations.

 Saturn: Govt. agencies, conservative attitudes, restrictions.

 Uranus: Innovation, technology, erratic actions, upheavals.

 Neptune: Divine Plan, social movements, illusions

 Pluto: masses/consciousness, transformations, hidden action.

 Nodes:  North – Present Karmic actions, South – Past acts.   

 Chiron: Areas that need to be addressed,
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Houses –

Political issues

Foreign policy

Economy 

Government

Military

President

Law Enforcement

Taxes
Immigration

Jobs

The Constitution 

Social Security

Judicial system

Legislation 

Welfare systems

National Security 

Banking 

Capitalism 

The Nation 

Labor Unions 

Employees 

Secret groups

Transportation 

Assets of the people

Attitudes of the people

Communications

Weather
Wages

Consumer goods

Housing

Agriculture

Media

Espionage

Manufacturing

Gambling

National pastimes

Stock Market

Hospitals

War

Treaties

Voting & Elections

Congress

Law

Foreign affairs

Socialized medicine

National Debt
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How does mundane astrology 

work?
 Mundane astrology uses a chart, but instead 

of the chart being for an individual, it is 
drawn up for a nation or country. Like a 
personal horoscope, a chart can be drawn 
up for a nation or country by using a 
particularly important date such as an official 
inauguration or a leader’s birth. 

 In the case of the United States, the most 
popular chart used is the Sibly chart – based 
upon the time the constitution was 
purportedly signed.
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US Sibley Chart



U.S Sibly Chart Analysis

 Key Points:

- Sun: Cancer

- Moon: Aquarius

- Ascendant: Sagitarrius

- Ruler of the Chart: Jupiter 

- Midheaven: Libra

 Key Aspects

- Sun conjunct Jupiter

-Venus conjunct Jupiter

- Sun square Saturn

- Neptune trine Pluto
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OUTER PLANETARY 

ENERGIES FOR U.S. 

CHART FOR 2021
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Prediction Using The Outer Planets

Outer Planets move slowly and are in a sign usually for more than a 
year. This affects all the individual signs for that predictive year.

• Jupiter – Approximately 1 year in a sign. Expansion and luck. Went 
into Aquarius on Dec 21st and remains in Aquarius until May 13th

when it moves briefly into Pisces until July 28th.  Then Jupiter goes 
back into Aquarius until Dec 30th moving forward into Pisces

• Saturn - Approximately 2 years in a sign. Organization, lessons, and 
discipline. Went into Aquarius on Dec 21st and remains in Aquarius 
through out the year. 

• Uranus – Approximately 7 years in a sign. Divine will, innovation, 
new thoughts, and changes. It is in Taurus.

• Neptune – Approximately 9 years in a sign. Divine Plan, spirituality, 
illusions, and Soul mission.  It is in Pisces.

• Pluto – Approximately 10 years or more in a sign.  Mass 
consciousness, transformation, and large groups.  It is in Capricorn.
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US Sibley Chart with 2021

Outer Planet Transits

Jupiter - F
Saturn - G

Pluto - J

Neptune - I

Uranus - H



Outer Planet Energies

 Jupiter in Aquarius– Expansion of innovation and organized 
thoughts, along with greater planning. Interest in new organizations.  
A greater drive for restructuring what exists and expanding the 
realms of thought (2nd house). 

 Jupiter will be going into the U.S. 3rd house in early May and 
conjunct the Moon in Aquarius.  (This will happen 3 times in 2021.) 
This will be fortunate for the Country and the people. 
Communications will improve and the people will demand that the 
censorship by corporate media be lifted. 

 Jupiter in Pisces - Jupiter also briefly goes into Pisces in the 3rd

house on May 13th for several months creating an expansion of the 
Country’s emotions. Jupiter returns into Aquarius on July 28th and 
then returns to the second house in early September.  

 Saturn in  Aquarius – New thinking in the structure of 
organizations is implemented. The Great Teacher requires that 
lessons learned need to be applied with deliberate planning in the 
resources of the country (2nd house).
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Jupiter Conjunct Saturn in Aquarius

 Great Conjunctions occur regularly (every 
19.6 years, on average). This has become 
known as the 20-year cycle of Jupiter and 
Saturn.

 The Aquarian energy of this aspect brings in 
fixed mental energy.  Focus efforts on 
innovation and new technologies.

 A concern about this intense Conjunction is 
that the expansion of Jupiter will feed the 
need of Saturn to control the mental energies 
of groups or organizations. This reinforces 
“group think” and propaganda.
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Outer Planet Energies
 Uranus in Taurus – Dynamic influences on countries resources and 

finances (5th house). Bringing foundation and form to the new ideas 
and changes that were initiated in Aries. Country’s speculations are 
steady with fluctuations grounded in Taurus. Enjoyment and public 
happiness improve from practical application of innovation,  leading 
to increased wages and steady development for country.  Dedicated 
resources to fulfilling goals. Infrastructure, construction, and 
organization are key.  (5th House)

 Neptune in Pisces – Sympathetic and charitable, deep emotions, 
highly mystical and spiritual energy, voyages, strange experiences, 
could have times of dispair. Neptune is in the U.S.  3rd house, 
highlighting the need for factual and accurate communications.  Plans 
for improved transportation could be created but need to be 
realistic.  (3rd House)

 Pluto in Capricorn – Structure given to power and authority, 
organization to large groups, autocratic, engaged in large actions. 
Bureaucracies and hidden groups try to gain and exercise power 
and influence. Country’s financial organization are in the spotlight, 
including the Federal Reserve and their actions. (2nd house)
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UNITED STATES 
SOLAR RETURNS 
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US Sibley Chart



Solar Return monthly analysis 

 Using the equal house Solar Return chart, 
each house would represent 30 days, 
beginning with the 1st house/Ascendant

 Place your birthdate on the ascendant/1st

house, then move around the chart adding 
30 days for each house cusp

 Look at the signs and planets for each house, 
and the associated aspects. This will help 
determine the astrological analysis for the 
30-day period

 The year ahead will thus unfold. 
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2020 US Solar Return
Jan 4, 2021- July 4, 2021

Jul 4th

(2021)

Jan 4th

(2021)

Feb 4th

(2021)

Mar 4th

(2021)

Apr 4th

(2021)
May 4th

(2021)

June 4th

(2021)



2020 Solar Return Analysis

(January – July 2021)

 Key Points for 2021 SR:

- Sun: Cancer

- Moon: Capricorn

- Ascendant: Scorpio

- Ruler of the Chart: Mars / Pluto 

- Midheaven: Leo (Equal) / Virgo (Placidus)

 Key Aspects

- Sun conjunct Mercury in Opposition to Moon

- Mars conjunct Chiron and square Moon

- Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto conjunct in 
Capricorn in 2nd House
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The Nation 2021 Year Ahead

 January: With Venus in Gemini ruling this period, communications will 

try to create harmony.  There will be two sides to the story, with Mars 

energizing the irony of this period.  Previously, December was extremely 

tumultuous, creating suspicion and deception, with this energy carrying 

over to this period. Only the Truth will set the country free and 

promote harmony.

 February:  The Karmic Mission (North Node) for the country is placed 

in this month’s period.  Mercury, being the planet of communications, 

rules this house and is placed in the country’s Sun sign of Cancer.  The 

Life Force (Sun) opposes the heart and soul (Moon) of the country, 

causing the need to reconcile the country’s energy.  Only love will the 

keep the fabric of the country’s soul together. 

 March:  The country continues the process of healing, with the full Truth 

still evading revelation.  The state continues to pull on the energy of the 

country.  Visions become illusions; illusions become visions.  The house 

presently needs to be rebuilt on a truer foundation.
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2021 U.S. Solar Return Periods

 April: The ruling Sun begins to shine with sunlight starting to 

break through the clouds.  Expansion of government through 

executive actions may occur.  Directives and communications 

from the President drive these new directives.

 May: Communications and written documents from the 

President are received by the legislature for vote, mediation 

and debate.  Great deliberation will occur and may not be 

resolved quickly or until the next month’s period.

 June:  Efforts are made to reveal hidden activities. However, 

criminal activities are likely to remain concealed.  Secret 

negotiations may lead to international agreements.
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2021 US Solar Return
July 4, 2021- Dec 31, 2021

Jul 4th

(2021)

Aug 4th

(2021)

Sept 4th

(2021) Oct 4th

(2021)

Nov 4th

(2021)

Dec 4th

(2021)

Jan 4th

(2022)



2021 Solar Return Analysis

July – December 2021

 Key Points for 2021 SR:
- Sun: Cancer

- Moon: Taurus

- Ascendant: Aquarius

- Ruler of the Chart: Saturn / Uranus

- Midheaven: Scorpio (Equal) / Sagittarius (Placidus)

 Key Aspects
- Saturn sextile Chiron, opposite Mars and square Uranus

T-Square: Saturn opp. Mars, Uranus (3rd) Sq. Saturn/Mars

- Sun sextile Uranus

- Moon conjunct Uranus

- Uranus square Mars

- Sun square Chiron

-Venus trine N. Node and sextile S. Node

- Mercury square Neptune 
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2021 U.S. Solar Return Periods

 July:  A complicated period of expansion of the country’s vision (Jup/Nep 

in 1st) and coming to grips with hidden secrets and suppressed information 

(Sat. in 12th). Large organizations and government agencies try to influence 

the direction of the Country .  Freeing the modes of media from 

censorship is attempted. New means of transportation or communications 

may be conceived.

 August: A period that turns attentions onto the economy and finance. A 

new focus on individual and small businesses.  New focus on individuals 

and small businesses. The Country’s passion for commerce is rewarded 

with its wealth once again increasing through innovation.

 September:  A time of unexpected forces (Uranus) pull on the Soul 

(Moon) of the Country (Uranus conjunct Moon). With Mars square 

Uranus and opposing Saturn (T-Square), an unexpected event or attack 

could suddenly happen from a belligerent party. Mars energy could possibly 

initiate mobilization of Country or Military for a sustained effort. Could 

China be on the move against Taiwan? (Or the Korean peninsula). Possible 

losses. On a positive note, a new ideas or inventions can have a practical 

impact on the Country’s commerce.
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2021 U.S. Solar Return Periods

 October: This house contains the Country’s Karmic Destiny for 
2021, with the purpose of balancing the disturbing energies 
occurring in the Homeland. Communications are challenged and 
can be nebulas (Mercury square Neptune). Censorship may 
increase and subsequently be challenged.

 November: Communications are improved through unexpected 
help from powerful forces. The founding energy is placed in this 
time period (Sun) and helps to create new resources and 
innovation. (Uranus in 5th house sextile Sun).

 December: The health of the Country needs to be balanced. 
Health treatments are mobilized. Armed forces and police (Mars) 
may be used in a benevolent purpose (Venus), but still serving the 
direction of the Country’s executive authority. The challenging 
energy (square to Mars) from Uranus creates unexpected results 
and strain on resources (opposition from Saturn, T-Square).                       

 Note: In the January 2022 period, the Executive will have to 
address and solve these and any in balances for the Country by 
April 2022. Great consequences are at stake. The Lords of Karma.
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Spiritual Hierarchy
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God Deals the Cards

by Will Fellows

God created the Deck,

These are the Universal Principles.

They guide us All

God is the Divine Dealer,

All his Creations are the players.

God can deal the hand God wishes -

Or Desires.

When God deals a special card

We have or experience a miracle, 

Or a new Universe can be born

God is the Divine Dealer.

Sometimes through Will and Heart –

We get to replay our cards,

Or get a new card dealt,

God doesn’t roll dice

But God deals the Cards –

We must All play the Hand we are Dealt.
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